This paper aims to clarify the functions of metaphors in design thinking of architectural design. Especially we focused on divergent and convergent processes. In order to find the mechanism of design process, we applied the method "Linkography" to the analysis of protocols in design experiment. Then, we described the design processes as conceptual graphs, and analyzed them. Through these analysis, we found some functions of metaphors in the divergent and convergent processes. The results are as follows.
We all live in our environments consisted of natural objects and artificial objects. To make the environments better, designers must challenge the design problems in those environments. As contemporary society becomes more complicated, the problem solving becomes more and more difficult. In order to solve such difficult design problems, designers must acquire creativity to overcome the difficulties and the design methods supporting to solve those design problems are required. In our previous research on the creativity and design methods, we have focused on the concept of metaphor. We consider metaphor takes important roles in design thinking processes in creating unknown design objects, because the metaphor is understood as the process to regard unknown matters as well-known matters based on their similarities.
In this study, we focus on the concept of design thinking as creative thinking. Especially we analyze divergent and convergent thinking processes which are often discussed in the previous researches on design thinking. We extract the divergent and convergent thinking processes from designers' design processes and analyze how metaphors support such design thinking processes.
Firstly we conducted design experiments in which 16 architectural students participated. We divided those 16 students into 8 teams which had two members. They were requested to solve a design problem, and we took logs, mainly verbal protocols, of their design processes. To analyze their design processes based on those data, we used the method of Linkography developed by G. Goldschmidt. She tried to clarify designers' creativity not from the context of ideas but from the structure composed of relations among ideas. We drew Linkographs of each team and found two behaviors of metaphors in design process as shown below based on the analysis concerning time-distance of links of ideas. We have already noticed these behaviors on metaphorical thinking and succeeded to clarify them quantitatively.
1) Activation of design thinking by metaphorical thinking
Design thinking containing metaphors enables designers to generate a lot of new ideas and interpret existing ideas immediately.
2) Long time-distance chain of design thinking
Metaphors encode ideas and link them each other even if their time-distance is too long.
After that we defined the divergent and convergent processes based on Linkography and plotted transitions of the number of divergence, convergence and potential ideas. From the plotted Linkograph, we extracted divergent and convergent processes from each teams' design processes. In order to analyze how metaphors work in those processes, we described the structure of concepts generated in the processes using the method of J.F.Sowa's conceptual graph. Through the analysis of the structures we found the functions and mechanism of metaphors in each processes. The results are shown as below.
3) Functions and mechanism of metaphorical thinking in divergent process
In divergent process, the speed of designers' thinking in target domain becomes slowly. On the other hand their thinking in base domain become active and the new concepts are generated and expanded actively by focusing on metaphors.
4) Functions and mechanism of metaphorical thinking in convergent process
In convergent process, the ways of generating new concepts in target and base domains are similar. In addition, a lot of metaphors generated in base domain are corresponded to concepts in target domain, and designers evaluate or confirm ideas containing the concepts. We tend to think that convergence means selection or integration of existing ideas, but even during such convergent thinking designers generate new concepts through evaluating or confirming various ideas. 
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